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Novel Greek technological solutions at
121st IACP conference
Novel Greek technological solutions were hosted at the 121st IACP
conference garnering praise and making inroads into the US security market.
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The 121st Annual International Association of Chiefs of Police Conference and Law
Enforcement Education and Technology Exposition took place a month ago in
Orlando, Florida with police representatives from many countries and all US safety
agencies (Homeland Security, Secret Service, FBI, DEA, Diplomatic Security, FEMA,
etc.).
Over 350 certified exhibitors (mainly from the US market) showed off specific
technological solutions to matters of national security, counterterrorism, border guard,
police, fight crime, etc. The exhibition featured the unique Greek participation of
EYEONIX SA through American firm ASTRA DYNAMICS . EYEONIX SA president Mr
Nick Hatzis noted that "Our participation was a challenge. IACP is a global institution
with a history of 121 years. But we believe that in Greece there are security
technologies and generally companies that are well equipped to approach the
American and global marketplace. Our participation was through US firm ASTRA
DYNAMICS with which we are in very close cooperation. The technologies presented,
however, had Greek stamp!"
In talking about the technologies presented by Eyonix Mr Hatzis related: "We
presented three innovative products. The TASSTA Push toTalk, an innovative
integrated collective communications system (voice, data, image, video, location, task
manager) which leads security services to a new era of possibilities and effectiveness.
Image transmission system EYE MONITOR was also presentede, which can and
transmit real-time video using minimal bandwidth. Finally, we presented the Greek
bulletproof KIBO watchtowers(certified by NATO) which stole the show!”
Mr Hatzis, noted the very good growth prospects that heave emerged after the
exposition, heralding scheduled presentations to US Government agencies and large
corporations. On the need for extroversion Greek enterprises the EYEONIX President
said: "There are companies that could easily stand on the international market.
Especially in the field of security technologies Greek technology is innovative in many
sectors. From our side, next time we will take an initiative to invite as many companies
(or individual scientists) that have innovative solutions and security technologies and
believe that they can them spread on the global market. We will discuss with them and
try to integrate their solutions in our portfolio so they can find their way to international
sales more easily. "
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